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ABSTRACT During eukaryotic transcription, RNA-polymerase activity generates torsional stress in DNA, having a negative
impact on the elongation process. Using our previous studies of chromatin fiber structure and conformational transitions, we
suggest that this torsional stress can be alleviated, thanks to a tradeoff between the fiber twist and nucleosome conformational
transitions into an activated state named ‘‘reversome’’. Our model enlightens the origin of polymerase pauses, and leads to the
counterintuitive conclusion that chromatin-organized compaction might facilitate polymerase progression. Indeed, in a compact
and well-structured chromatin loop, steric hindrance between nucleosomes enforces sequential transitions, thus ensuring that
the polymerase always meets a permissive nucleosomal state.
INTRODUCTION
Transcription is a fundamental biological process during

which a dedicated protein, the RNA-polymerase (RNAP),

achieves the synthesis of a RNA stretch from a genomic

DNA template. It can be divided into three phases: initiation,

elongation, and termination. Initiation provides RNAP with

an access to the promoter sequence. In eukaryotic cells, this

requires the assembly of transcription factors together with

RNAP into the transcription initiation complex. We here do

not address problems related to the initiation phase, which are

by far the most complex ones, inasmuch as they are involved

at the heart of the transcriptional regulation. We focus on the

elongation phase, which starts once the elongation complex

has been completed, and progresses until a termination

sequence is encountered. The elongation complex consists

of a denaturation bubble of length ~10 nucleotides, enclosed

within RNAP (1). During elongation, RNAP tracks along the

genomic sequence, swallowing the DNA double helix.

However, in eukaryotic species, genomic DNA is wrap-

ped around octamers of histone proteins, forming nucleo-

somes in turn organized at a higher level into a chromatin

fiber. This complex architecture is bound to hinder both

the initiation and the elongation phases (2). In the standard

paradigm, transcription elongation requires a decondensed

state of chromatin to take place. This is questionable for at

least two reasons:

1. In vivo, chromatin decondensation remains elusive, all

the more because chromosome structure is not yet eluci-

dated. Whereas it is generally assumed that the fiber itself

is decondensed in regions that have to be transcribed,

the fiber structure has never been resolved, neither in

condensed nor in decondensed chromatin—and we do
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not even know whether there is any difference between

both structures.

2. In vitro, even in decondensed fibers, nucleosomes consti-

tute nearly absolute obstacles to RNAP progression (3).

We wish to examine here whether elongation could take

place within a condensed chromatin fiber, and if so, accord-

ing to which scenario.
BIOLOGICAL SETTING

Our approach is based on a modeling study of the interplay

between conformational dynamics of the chromatin fiber and

RNAP processing along the fiber (4). We recall here the

main biological features of eukaryotic transcription, focusing

on recent biophysical results.

RNAP or DNA: which is moving?

There are three types of RNAP according to the type of RNA

they synthesize. RNAP I is dedicated to ribosomal RNA

synthesis and occurs in a particular environment—the nucle-

olus—probably devoid of nucleosomes because of its very

high transcription rate. RNAP II transcribes RNA encoding

proteins. The corresponding transcripts are much longer

than the transcripts delivered by RNAP III, i.e., tRNAs and

other small RNAs. Entanglement problems are therefore

much more stringent for RNAP II than for RNAP III. As

a matter of fact, RNAP progression along the genomic

sequence requires a relative rotation of the RNAP together

with its transcript around the DNA. Then there are two

possibilities: either the DNA is kept fixed and the RNAP

turns around it, thus following the DNA helical groove and

producing a RNA strand coiled around the DNA double

helix; or the RNAP is kept fixed and the DNA double helix

has to screw inside it. In the first case, long RNA transcripts

would have difficulty getting untangled and their further
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2009.10.054
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FIGURE 1 (Color online) Free-energy landscape for the nucleosome

conformation. The reaction coordinate (abscissa Lk) is the linking number

of nucleosomal DNA; this choice appears relevant to investigate the land-

scape changes when a torque G is applied to the DNA (see subsection Link-

ing Number Conservation: Accounting for Mechanical Constraints). The two

main states are sketched here: the current nucleosome, with two substates

N and P according to the relative positions of the linkers (negative or posi-

tive crossing); and an activated state, the reversome, in which the histone

core partially unfolds and the nucleosomal DNA adopts a right-handed path

around the histone core. (Courtesy of Hua Wong.)
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migration would thus be impeded. That is why we favor the

second case, where the RNAP is jammed into some nuclear

structure (e.g., transcription factory (5)).

The twin-supercoiled-domain (TSD) model

The above assumption implies in turn a topological problem

because eukaryotic transcription occurs within chromatin

loops, i.e., genomic segments ~50–200 kilobases long, that

partition chromatin into functionally independent domains

(6); the loop ends are clamped by insulator elements (7),

not necessarily tightly tethered to a matrix but enough con-

strained to make each loop a topologically insulated domain

that traps DNA supercoiling and ensures the conservation of

the linking number in the loop. We recall that the linking

number is roughly the number of times one DNA strand is

coiled around the other one (8). This topological quantity

is conserved in the absence of topoisomerase activity, or

before the topoisomerases act efficiently (see below). As

the elongation complex progresses along the genomic

sequence, the DNA double helix in front of it becomes over-

wound (positively supercoiled) whereas the DNA behind it

becomes underwound (negatively supercoiled). This is the

so-called twin-supercoiled-domain (TSD) model, first intro-

duced by Liu and Wang (9) and extensively acknowledged

since (for a review, see (10)).

Nucleosome conformations in a transcribing loop

The TSD model has been shown to be potentially relevant for

eukaryotes as well (11,12). More recently Matsumoto and

Hirose directly visualized (by fluorescence imaging) tran-

scription-coupled negative supercoiling in chromatin even

in the presence of active topoisomerases (13), thus strongly

supporting the model. However, what kind of structural rear-

rangement of the chromatin loop should occur jointly with the

absorption of positive (respectively, negative) supercoiling

downstream (respectively, upstream)? We recently revisited

the TSD model in the chromatin context by means of a single

chromatin fiber nanomanipulation by magnetic tweezers and

we proposed that nucleosomes may act as a topological buffer.

This feature relies on the existence of three stable nucleosome

states evidenced by the nanomanipulation, namely: N (nega-

tively crossed), O (open), and P (positively crossed), accord-

ing to the relative position and orientation of the linkers, one

with respect to the other (14). In higher eukaryotes, linker

histones H1/H5 presumably play a role both in stabilizing

the states N and P against O, and channeling the transition

in between them by acting as a pivot (15,16).

The reversome hypothesis

A convergent set of experimental observations (17–19) tends

to indicate that RNAP II can transcribe through a nucleosome

only if the nucleosome is in an activated conformation.

Using the same setup as in Bancaud et al. (14), we found

that a fiber submitted to a large positive torsional stress can
trap positive turns at a rate of two turns per nucleosome (20).

This trapping has been shown to reflect a nucleosome chiral

transition to a metastable state, called ‘‘reversome’’ (alterna-

tively by the name of R-octasome (21)). This new state has

been claimed to be a good candidate for the required activated

conformation. Indeed, the transition to reversome is accompa-

nied by the undocking of both H2A-H2B dimers from the

(H3-H4)2 tetramer (22) that relieves the hindrance to RNAP

progression. The free-energy landscape of a nucleosome

under physiological ionic conditions is schematically repre-

sented in Fig. 1. It presents three minima N, P, and R, corre-

sponding respectively to the negative, positive, and reversome

states, with FR > FP z FN, and a maximum B corresponding

to the top of the barrier encountered during the transition

between states P and R, with a corresponding free energy FB.

The less stable structure of the reversome arguably facili-

tates the RNAP progression through the reversome particles

during transcription. Moreover, this auxiliary transcriptional

mechanism avoids the need for a complete disassembling of

the nucleosome into single histones, hence epigenetic marks

can be preserved.
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
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The fiber structure in a transcribing loop

After more than 30 years of effort, the structure of the chro-

matin fiber is still a matter of debate, both in vitro (where the

path of the linker DNA remains elusive) and in vivo (where it

is expected to vary considerably according to the cell cycle

period and functional status of the fiber)—with possibly

several different structures coexisting along the chromosome

(23). The fiber structure is no better assessed in a transcribing

loop.

Because we focus here on the transcription elongation

within a condensed fiber, we favor regular fiber structures.

These are indeed energetically favored by stacking interac-

tions between nucleosomes and possibly functionally too,

hence selected during (spontaneous) self-organization or

(active) remodeling of the fiber. It has been shown in vitro

that a small amount of nucleosome positioning is enough

to get a regular structure (24). Accordingly, we shall consider

as the generic setting the regular model structure of chro-

matin fiber established in a previous work (25), presenting

a strong nucleosome stacking, hence strong steric hindrance

(see Fig. 2).
FIGURE 2 (Color online) The n-start fiber structure (with n ¼ 4, corre-

sponding to a repeat length of nrepeat ¼ 87 bps (25)). Note the close and

regular nucleosome stacking along each start, preventing the transition to

reversome of a single nucleosome, and instead enforcing a concerted

sequential transition. (Courtesy of Julien Mozziconacci.)
OUR MODELING FRAMEWORK

Let us sum up the biophysical bases of our model of tran-

scription elongation in a chromatin loop:

1. RNAP is jammed into some nuclear structure and exerts

a torque inducing the rotation of DNA on itself that can

be estimated from experimental data to occur at a constant

rate of u0 z 4p rad/s (two turns per second) (26), which

provides a first boundary condition in our model.

2. The DNA is turning inside RNAP, inducing positive

(respectively, negative) supercoiling in the downstream

(respectively, upstream) part of the loop.

3. The chromatin fiber within the loop is assumed to be

condensed enough to ensure nucleosome stacking.

4. Given that the average linking number of chromosomes

in vivo has been evaluated to ~ –1 (16), we assume that

the starting nucleosome state in the fiber is an appropriate

mix A of positive and negative nucleosome states, of link-

ing number LkA ¼ –1.

5. The positive torque exerted by RNAP on the loop down-

stream may induce the transition of nucleosomes into

reversomes.

We shall adopt a continuous medium modeling of the fiber as

a homogeneous elastic rod (27,28) and evaluate the role of

chromatin fiber rigidity, the transmission of the torque exerted

by RNAP along the fiber and the dissipation in the

surrounding viscous medium. This continuous description is

supported by the high and regular nucleosome density L
along the fiber, varying between 0.5 and 1 nm�1. To be valid,

this framework mainly requires the description of the fiber

behavior at the level of a few nucleosomes, with an elementary
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
length dX along the fiber axis such that 1/L � dX � N/L,

with N the number of nucleosomes per chromatin loop. This

amounts to smoothing out single-nucleosome inhomogenei-

ties and describing the average fiber behavior at a supranan-

ometer scale. In this setting, the local state of the fiber is

described by means of one or more continuous deterministic

fields as, for instance, the local fraction of reversomes at point

x and time t, denoted below x(x, t) (29). We will switch to a

discrete description in the section Transition Kinetics and

Critical Torque to take into account the reversome transition



TABLE 1 Biological setting

Entity Parameter Typical value Definition

RNAP u0 4p rad/s Angular velocity induced by RNAP to DNA (or equivalently to the fiber).

V 20 bps/s RNAP velocity, i.e., number of transcribed bps per second.

Loop N 250 Number of nucleosomes per chromatin loop.

L 250–500 nm Loop length.

l0 100–500 nm Length of the loop region downstream of the initiation site.

Fiber L 0.5–1 nm�1 Linear density of nucleosomes in a fiber.

Lp 30–300 nm Persistence length of the fiber.

R 15 nm Fiber radius.

DNA lpitch 3.4 nm Pitch of the DNA-double helix in B-form.

npitch 10.5 bps Number of base pairs corresponding to the pitch.

Nucleosome nrepeat 200 bps Nucleosome repeat length, i.e., number of bps per nucleosome.

lrepeat 70 nm Length of DNA per nucleosome lrepeat ¼ nrepeat.lpitch.

LkN �1.4 Linking number (per nucleosome) of the negative N state.

LkP �0.4 Linking number (per nucleosome) of the positive P state.

LkA �1.0 Linking number (per nucleosome) of the average A state in condensed fibers.

LkB �0.25 to 0 Linking number at the barrier B position.*

LkR 1.0 Linking number (per nucleosome) of the reversome R state.

Energy and kinetics FN 0.7 kT Free energy of the P state.

FP 2 kT Free energy of the P state.

FB 23 kT Free energy of the barrier between P and R.

FR 6 kT Free energy of the R state.

k0 3 106 s�1 Preexponential factor for spontaneous fluctuation between P and R states.

Summary of the notations and typical values of the parameters. The main parameters for the different states of the nucleosome have been obtained in Bancaud

et al. (20).

*The value 0 is that used in Bancaud et al. (20). The value �0.25 is obtained by fitting the experimental hysteresis curves of Bancaud et al. (20) with a kinetic

model similar to the one described in Appendix S1 in the Supporting Material (H. Wong, J. Mozziconacci, M. Barbi, J. M. Victor, unpublished results).
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kinetics and to evaluate the torque exerted by RNAP on the

fiber.

Typical values of the relevant parameters of the model are

summed up in Table 1.
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS: SEVERAL TIME-
AND SPACE SCALES

Kinematic notations

We shall denote X the arc-length (curvilinear abscissa)

measured along the chromatin fiber denoting the position

of the RNAP with respect to the transcription initiation site

(TIS). If the relative DNA-RNAP angular velocity is u0 z
4p rad/s, then the distance X(t) traveled by the RNAP

measured along the fiber is

XðtÞ ¼ Vt with V ¼ u0 lpitch

2p L lrepeat

z10 nm=s; (1)

where lpitch is the pitch of the DNA double helix, L the

number of nucleosomes per nm along the fiber, and lrepeat

the repeat length, i.e., the DNA length per nucleosome.

A length DX along the chromatin fiber corresponds to

a length DX L lrepeat along the embedded DNA. The length

of the chromatin loop downstream of the RNAP is l(t) ¼ l0 –

X(t), with l0 the length of the loop region downstream of the

TIS. In the following, we will also introduce the variable x,

defined as the arc-length downstream of the RNAP, again

measured along the chromatin fiber (see Fig. 3).
Propagation of torsional stress

A preliminary issue is to investigate the propagation of the

torsional stress generated by the polymerase through a fiber

with a given local nucleosome state. Let us assume here that

the fiber is exclusively composed of nucleosomes, with no

allowed transition into reversomes (i.e., x(x, t) ¼ 0 over the

whole fiber at any time). At the chromatin scale, inertial

effects can be ignored, hence it is relevant to restrict ourselves

to the overdamped regime, in which external forces and tor-

ques are fully balanced by viscous dissipation. We introduce

the torsional shear strain t(x, t) and the integrated torsion

Qðx; tÞ ¼
Z l0

x

tðz; tÞdz;

such that Q(x, t) is the angle by which a fixed point on the

chromatin fiber surface at abscissa x has turned around the

fiber axis at time t. By equating the elastic torque (torsional

shear stress) and the viscous (Stokes) torque, we get

vG

vx
ðx; tÞ ¼ h R2vQ

vt
ðx; tÞ; (2)

where G(x, t) is the elastic torque exerted at x on the part of

the loop downstream of x; (vG/vx)(x, t) is the net elastic tor-

que experienced by an element dx of the elastic rod of radius

R modeling the chromatin fiber; and h is the dynamic

viscosity of the surrounding solvent (water or crowded

chromatin, but in any case, h does not exceed 10-times the

viscosity of pure water h z 10�3 N.s.m�2). The elastic
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
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FIGURE 3 Relative positions along the chromatin fiber. The polymerase

moves to the right, X(t) being its position at time t. The value l0 is the length

of the loop region downstream of the initiation site X(0) ¼ 0, and l(t) ¼
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torque can be determined within linear response theory and is

proportional to the torsional shear strain,

Gðx; tÞ ¼ kT Lp tðx; tÞ; (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, and Lp

the twist persistence length of the fiber. The value of Lp varies

from ~30 nm in a loosely condensed fiber (L¼ 0.5 nm�1) up

to ~300 nm in a tightly condensed fiber (L¼ 1 nm�1) because

of steric hindrance (30). Jointly, these two equations lead to

a plain diffusion equation for Q(x, t),

vQ

vt
¼ D

v2Q

vx2
; (4)

where D ¼ kT Lp /hR2 (yielding D ¼ 1.8 10�10 m2/s for

Lp z 30 nm).

The relevant boundary conditions in our context are those

of a finite chromatin fiber of length l(t) with one end fixed (on

the downstream boundary) and one end rotating (on the

RNAP side) at constant angular velocity u0. In this case

we have Q(0, t) h u0t and, on the downstream boundary,

Q(l(t), t) h 0. Anticipating that the torsional shear stress

propagates much faster than the RNAP progresses, we start

by keeping the RNAP fixed at x¼ 0 (quasistationary approx-

imation), hence fixing l(t) ¼ l0. We can then look for

a stationary solution in the form Q(x, t) ¼ f(x)u0t:
substituting into Eq. 4, we obtain

f ðxÞ ¼
sinh

�
ðl0 � xÞ=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p �

sinh
�
l0=

ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p � : (5)

The scaling form of this expression means that the torsional

shear strain spreads along the fiber in a diffusive way roughly

as
ffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

. It thus takes no more than t0 ~ l0
2/D z 10�2 s
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for the torsional strain to invade the whole loop, whereas

the polymerase progresses by no more than 1.6 10�2 turn,

i.e., 0.16 bp, during this time. This validates the quasista-

tionary approximation made in investigating the stress

propagation, while still considering that the RNAP stays fixed

at x ¼ 0.

For t [ t0, the function f(x) reduces to the simple linear

equivalent expression f(x) ~1 – x/l0, leading to

Qðx; tÞz
�

1� x

l0

�
u0t; (6)

tðx; tÞz1

l0

u0t; (7)

Gðx; tÞzkT Lp

l0

u0t; (8)

so that the torsional strain t(x, t) and the torque G(x, t)
become very quickly homogeneous all along the fiber and

then increase linearly with time. We conclude that the

torque G(0, t) that RNAP should exert on the downstream

part of the loop, to progress at a constant angular velocity,

would rapidly exceed its maximum value. This has been

estimated on Escherichia coli RNAP to be <40 pN$nm

(31). Considering the typical values given in Table 1, the

maximum torque would be reached after RNAP has pro-

gressed by less than half a turn, i.e., 5 bp. This feature

shows that RNAP cannot progress simply this way through

a topologically constrained fiber, thus requiring either topoi-

somerase activity, if available, or a more sophisticated

scenario involving conformational changes within the

fiber, strain exchange, and ensuing stress relaxation. In the

next section, we examine such a scenario and check its

validity.
ELONGATION WITHIN A CONDENSED FIBER

Mechanical control of the nucleosome-reversome
transition

Let us now consider the RNAP activity specifically within

a condensed fiber. The most relevant feature of the fiber struc-

ture (25) is the regular and close nucleosome stacking into

helical piles. (Helical piles are also known as ‘‘starts’’; the

helical axis of each ‘‘start’’ being, by definition, transverse

to the dyad axis of the stacked nucleosomes, there is only

one way of decomposing the 30-nm fiber into a bunch of

a variable number n of nucleosomal piles: one thus speaks

of n-start fiber structure (25)). See Fig. 2. The closeness of

stacked nucleosome faces along the start axis generates

geometrical (hence mechanical) constraints on the conforma-

tional changes of single nucleosomes. The conversion of

a single nucleosome into a reversome within a stacked

pile is prevented due to steric hindrance. With the progression

of the RNAP, the supercoiling constraint increases. The
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torsional constraint is then essentially applied to the last

nucleosome in the pile, although the rest of the fiber remains

rigidly packed. Steric hindrance thus favors a domino effect

where, under the effect of the applied torque, the nucleosomes

pass to their altered reversome R state one by one, forming

a progressive wavefront. The fiber response to the torsional

constraint imposed by the RNAP activity is now controlled

by the direct interaction between the border layer of the

reversome wavefront and the adjacent layer of the stacked

nucleosomes, and essentially by what happens in the linker

relating the most downstream reversome and its neighboring

nucleosome: here is the basic step in the propagation of the

mechanical constraints that triggers the transition of the said

nucleosome into a reversome and later stabilizes it in an

irreversible way. In this model, steric constraints prevent

the relaxation to chemical equilibrium and actually maintain

the fiber in a far-from-equilibrium state.

Linking number conservation: a naive model

At which speed does the reversome wavefront progress?

A naive model of the process can be introduced that imme-

diately leads to an approximate but quite accurate estimation.

The previous qualitative analysis leads us to assume, as
a closure relation, a steplike profile for the local fraction of

reversomes x(x, t) (see Fig. 4),

xðx; tÞ ¼ 1 for x % x�ðtÞ; else 0 (9)

with x*(t) the position of the reversome wavefront with

respect to the RNAP location.

As RNAP moves forward, the linking number variation in

the fiber, u0t/2p, i.e., the additional number of turns of one

fiber end imposed by RNAP at time t, is mainly absorbed

into the A/P/R transitions that have occurred in the fiber

region x % x*(t). Explicitly, the linking number conservation

condition writes

u0t

2p
� L DLkRA x�ðtÞ; (10)

where we have introduced the linking number difference

between the R and A states DLkRA ¼ LkR – LkA. This leads

to an approximate estimation of the reversome wavefront

motion,

x�estðtÞ �
u0

2pL DLkRA
t; (11)

which therefore progresses at constant speed
FIGURE 4 (Color online) RNA-polymerase processing

within condensed chromatin fiber. (a) The supercoiling

generated by the polymerase activity is trapped within

the loop delineated by topological boundaries (the thin

black regions are outside the loop). The ensuing torsional

constraints trigger the sequential transition of nucleosomes

(in green) into reversomes (in yellow). (b) Illustration of the

domino effect: after 1 s, the fifth nucleosome downstream

of the polymerase (green in panel a) has turned into a rever-

some (yellow in panel b); after one more second, the sixth

nucleosome has turned into a reversome. (c) Reversome

density profile: in the bold yellow region [0, x*], the rever-

some density x(x, t) equals 1. The wavefront is located at

x* and propagates downstream ~10 times faster than

the polymerase progression. In the polymerase wake, the

nucleosomes turn to the negative state (dashed blue in

panel a) to ensure the conservation of the total linking

number of the loop.

Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
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vest ¼
u0

2pL DLkRA
½nm=s� ¼ u0

2p DLkRA
½nucl:=s�

¼ u0 nrepeat

2p DLkRA
½bps=s�: (12)

By using the values of Table 1, the last two expressions give

1 nucl./s and 200 bps/s, respectively. Note that RNAP prog-

resses in a much slower way, because V is ~10 times slower

than vest.

Of course, the previous derivation is oversimplified,

insofar as it neglects the torsional shear strain induced by

the applied torque. Nevertheless, as it will be confirmed

through a more precise model, the obtained estimate for

the reversome wavefront speed is rather good for a large

choice of realistic fiber parameters.

Linking number conservation: accounting
for mechanical constraints

Fiber torsion contribution

In naked DNA, the linking number conservation expresses

itself in a balanced interchange between DNA twist and

plectoneme formation (DNA writhe). In a chromatin loop,

a different tradeoff will take place between chromatin fiber

torsion and nucleosome conformational transitions. As dis-

cussed in the subsection Propagation of Torsional Stress,

the applied torque spreads extremely rapidly through the

whole fiber extent and becomes therefore homogeneous in

a very short lapse of time. However, at this point, the

torsional strain t(x, t) now has a discontinuity at x ¼ x*(t)
because of the change in the persistence length of the

fiber; indeed, the part of the fiber upstream of x*(t) is ex-

clusively composed of reversomes whereas the part down-

stream is composed of nucleosomes. Inasmuch as rever-

somes have a more open structure than nucleosomes (see

Fig. 1), reversome fibers are expected to be loosely

condensed, with a persistence length close to 30 nm, ~10

times smaller than in a tightly condensed fiber. Hence, the

torsional strain t(x, t) downstream of x*(t) is negligible

with respect to the one upstream and will be put to zero.

We get, therefore,

tðx; tÞhtðtÞ ¼ GðtÞ=
�
kT Lp

�
for x%x�ðtÞ; else 0: (13)

This torsional strain should be accounted for in the fiber

linking number balance.

The linking number of the fiber Lkfiber can be decomposed

into fiber writhe and twist contributions (8):

Lkfiber ¼ Twfiber þ Wrfiber: (14)

In practice, the fiber persistence length and the fiber diameter

are such that the fiber axis can only bend smoothly, so that

its writhe is practically negligible (8), at Wrfiber ~0. More-

over, for a relaxed and homogeneous fiber, the twist can

be written as the sum of the single nucleosome linking

numbers (8): for a fiber of length x*(t) with N nucleosomes
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
in the state X, Twfiber ¼ N LkX ¼ LLkX x*(t). If such a fiber

is now subjected to a torque G(t), a torsional contribution t(t)
x*(t)/2p should be added to the relaxed fiber twist, and we

finally get

LkfiberxTwfiber ¼
	

LLkX þ tðtÞ
2p



x�ðtÞ: (15)

The conservation of the linking number is therefore more

correctly expressed by

u0 t

2p
¼ LkfiberðtÞ � Lkfiberð0Þ ¼

	
LDLkRA þ tðtÞ

2p



x�ðtÞ:

(16)

On the right-hand side of Eq. 16, we recognize the fiber twist

(coming from the contribution of all the transitions into the

reversome state) that has occurred in the loop at time t, which

has added to the fiber torsion Q[0, t]/2p.

Equation 16 leads to a correction to our initial naive esti-

mation of Eq. 10. To solve this equation for x*(t), we now

need to calculate the torque G(t) during RNAP progression.

This requires a detailed description of the A/R transition

kinetics.

Transition kinetics and critical torque

Whereas the A/P transition is rapid and occurs with almost

no energetic cost (16), the P/R transition implies the

crossing of a large free energy barrier. It is therefore a kinetic

process, described by the rate equation

vPR

vt
¼ kPP � k

0
PR; (17)

with PR (respectively, PP) the probability of being in the R
(respectively, P) state. The forward and backward rate

constants are given by k ¼ k0 exp(– (GB – GP)/kT) and

k0 ¼ k0 exp(– (GB – GR)/kT), respectively, with GX ¼
FX – 2pLkXG the Gibbs potential for the X state (20). In

practice, however, the reverse transition R/P is highly

improbable for typical RNAP velocities (with k0 given in

Table 1 and the torque G ¼ Gc obtained in Appendix S1 in

the Supporting Material, we get k ~6 s�1 and k0 ~10�51 s�1)

so that the term –k0PR in Eq. 17 can be neglected, thus

leading to the simplified kinetic equation

vPR

vt
xkPP: (18)

Each P/R transition should occur within a typical transition

time matching the RNAP velocity. Due to the kinetic char-

acter of the transition, the torque should therefore reach a crit-

ical threshold Gc (and the torsional strain a corresponding

critical value tc to allow the transition into reversome to

occur within this typical time). The critical torque Gc can

be calculated following Evans (32), as done in Appendix

S1 in the Supporting Material. It results to be constant

with very good approximation, and writes
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Gcx
1

B

�
DF þ kT ln

�
Bu0

k0

��
; (19)

where we have introduced the constants DF ¼ FB – FP and

B ¼ 2p(LkB � LkP), with LkB the linking number at the

barrier position. Numerically, the value of the critical torque

strongly depends on LkB. Using the parameters listed in

Table 1, we obtain Gc in the interval 3–9 kT, or, equivalently,

15–35 pN$nm.

The reversome wavefront velocity is slightly reduced with

respect to the estimation vest of Eq. 12, and writes

v ¼ u0

2pLDLkRA þ tc

¼ vest

1 þ
�
tc=2pLDLkRA

�: (20)

Equation 20 indicates that the additional fiber torsion intro-

duced by the RNAP progression is not fully absorbed by

nucleosome state transition, but partially used in twisting

the fiber rod itself. As a consequence, the RNAP should

apply greater than two turns for each A/P/R transition,

which leads to the observed decrease in the wavefront

velocity. In any case, with Gc in the interval 15–35 pN$nm,

the estimated vest always matches the exact velocity within

6% (and down to 0.3% in the best case).

A complete picture of the stepping progression of the

reversome wavefront, that takes into account its discrete

nature, is given in Appendix S2 in the Supporting Material.
BIOLOGICAL INTERPRETATION
AND PREDICTIONS

The torque exerted by RNAP

In the scenario that emerges from previous considerations,

the transcription of every 20 bp induces two positive coils

downstream that can be absorbed by the formation of one

reversome. A reversome wavefront progresses downstream

of an elongating RNAP II at a rate ~200 bp/s. Moreover,

this reversome wavefront is expected to stop at boundary

elements, because they act as topological insulators. To

ensure the relevance of this model, however, RNAP should

be able to exert a positive torque sufficient to trigger the tran-

sition. We have found in the section Transition Kinetics and

Critical Torque that the maximum value of the torque pre-

dicted by the model amounts to Gc ¼ 15–35 pN$nm.

The torque necessary to trigger the chiral transition of

a nucleosome into a reversome has been recently measured

(33). The authors reported a value close to 10 pN$nm in

very low salt conditions (10 mM phosphate buffer). On the

other hand, the torque exerted by E. coli RNAP has been

estimated to be at least 6 pN.nm and always lower than

40 pN$nm (31). The interval obtained in our model is there-

fore included in the one proposed by Harada et al. (31).

Moreover, recent experiments (34) gave the first in vivo

evidence for torque generation by elongating RNAP II in

eukaryotes, indicating that mechanical stresses, constrained
by architectural features of DNA and chromatin, may

broadly contribute to gene regulation. Transcription-gener-

ated dynamic DNA supercoiling may be propagated over

thousands of basepairs through chromatin and contribute to

the control of a variety of DNA transactions (34).

These data demonstrate that RNAP is a powerful molec-

ular motor, likely to exert sufficiently high torque for

inducing the A/R transition and generating a reversome

wavefront, as described in this article. Of course, any

measure of the torque exerted by RNAP in physiological

conditions would be highly valuable and would, moreover,

provide a critical test of our model.

Transcription in a compact fiber

An important feature of the presented model is that the pro-

gressing RNAP encounters only nucleosomes in an activated

state (here identified with the reversome state). This process

achieves twist relaxation and at the same time ensures that

the RNAP progresses in a locally open and transcriptionally

permissive configuration, encountering only transparent

reversomes. Steric constraints prevent the chemical equilib-

rium from being reached (a kind of frustration phenomenon)

and enforce the sequential transition of nucleosomes into

reversomes.

We are thus led to the following quite counterintuitive

prediction: RNAP progression is facilitated in a compact

chromatin fiber, because steric constraints between nucleo-

somes enforce a steplike reversome profile, ensuring that

the RNAP will always face reversomes during its progres-

sion. In other words, RNAP activity within a compact fiber

modifies its surroundings in such a way as to ensure that

each nucleosome encountered by the RNAP as it moves

along the fiber will be in the reversome conformation. The

spreading of the reversome phase appears as a precursor ex-

tending farther and farther ahead of the processing RNAP,

and moving ~10 times faster than the RNAP.

Interestingly, there is evidence that transcription of

siRNAs occurs in highly condensed chromatin (35).

The loop decondensation indirectly observed in vivo in

yeast (36), where a chromatin locus moves toward a nuclear

pore upon transcription, is a consequence of the conversion

of fiber twist into fiber writhe (37). Arguably, only the decon-

densation associated with the conformational change of nucle-

osomes into reversomes is required for polymerase process-

ing. It is nevertheless important to emphasize here that we

consider only the elongation phase; a local decondensation

of the 30-nm fiber is required for the transcription initiation.

Comparison with recent experiments

The reversome wavefront proposed by our model progresses

downstream of an elongating RNAP II at a rate ~200 bp/s.

Strikingly, recent experiments by Petesch and Lis (38) give

evidence for a rapid wavefront of nucleosome disruption,

progressing at a comparable rate and stopping at the loop
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
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boundary. This wavefront arises immediately after heat

shock induction and before productive elongation.

We propose that heat-shock transcription factor binding

triggers a rapid productive elongation phase, during which

RNAP II translocates over some genomic distance. Its

progression in a topologically constrained environment

creates positive torque in the downstream portion of the

template, high enough to convert, at a distance, a fraction

of nucleosomes into reversomes, through a domino effect.

Arguably, this first productive elongation phase is too fast

for topoisomerases to come into play. Reversomes are

expected to be much less stable and to easily lose H2A/

H2B dimers to form hexasomes or tetrasomes. Some rever-

somes may be lost altogether because H3/H4 tetramers prefer

to bind negatively supercoiled DNA (21). Thus, the positive

torque in front of the advancing RNAP will produce

a complex (random) mixture of integral or partially disrupted

reversomes, or will disrupt the nucleosome particles alto-

gether. Our model thus explains straightforwardly why, in

the Petesch and Lis experiments, nucleosome disruption

observed downstream of the RNAP is much faster than the

rate of elongation, and why it occurs over the entire down-

stream region and is limited to it.
Transcription initiation and RNAP pauses

Another interesting feature that has emerged from our anal-

ysis is the need of a DNA stretch free of nucleosomes at the

beginning of the transcribed region (see Appendix S2). This

free DNA length should ensure that at least two turns of super-

coiling have been accumulated downstream of the RNAP

before it arrives in front of the first nucleosome, so that the

A/R transition can be achieved without inducing any nega-

tive torque. Relevant to our modeling, an initial region free of

nucleosomes, immediately downstream of the TIS, is often

observed (39,40). It is also interesting to note that, in the

Petesch and Lis (38) experiment, and even under non-heat-

shock conditions, the gene harbors a paused molecule of

RNAP II, at position (þ20)–(þ40). RNAP stalling at this posi-

tion occurs even after the gene is induced, even if its residence

time dramatically decreases upon gene activation (41–43).

As soon as all the nucleosomes in the loop have turned

into reversomes, the additional supercoiling due to further

elongation fully accumulates in the form of fiber torsion;

then the strain rapidly becomes too large, hence the resisting

torque too strong, for the RNAP to progress any further, and

a pause in the transcriptional activity is observed. Our model

thus predicts that RNAP pausing will occur soon after the

reversome wavefront has reached the loop boundary, i.e.,

when t¼ t*, while the RNAP has traveled ~l0/10. For typical

values of l0 as given in Table 1, this leads to the rough

estimate that pauses will occur after RNAP has transcribed

1–5 kb corresponding to a duration between 50 s and 250 s

of nonstop elongation. This is in striking agreement with the

elongation residence time recently evaluated by Darzacq
Biophysical Journal 98(5) 824–833
et al. (44): these authors reported the first complete set of

kinetic parameters of RNAP II transcription in physiological

conditions (see Table 1 in their article); they found in

particular an elongation residence time of ~30 s with

pausing occurring ~1 kb downstream from the promoter. It

remains to be seen whether there is a boundary 10 kb down-

stream from the TIS. More generally we suggest measuring

nonstop elongation times for different loci together with the

length of the corresponding genomic region downstream of

the TIS.
CONCLUSION

Based on the facts that polymerase transcribes only through

an activated nucleosome state and that its progression

modifies the DNA linking number, we have proposed

a scenario elucidating how transcription elongation can

proceed within condensed chromatin. At odds with current

views, this scenario does not require a decondensation of

the 30-nm fiber. Our modeling study of the interplay

between the RNAP activity and the chromatin fiber confor-

mational dynamics evidences that, on the contrary, the pres-

ence of steric, mechanical, and topological constraints

enforce an ordered preactivation of the fiber downstream

of the RNAP. More precisely, within a condensed fiber

loop with closely stacked nucleosomes, the very RNAP

activity and the torsional constraints it generates at a distance

along the chromatin fiber trigger the propagation of a confor-

mational transition of the nucleosomes into a transcription-

prone structure, more permissive to RNAP processing and

transcriptional activity; we identify this nucleosomal struc-

ture with a recently proposed reversome conformation.

Importantly, such an allosteric mechanism is relevant only

in a condensed chromatin fiber. Obviously, alternative

scenarios are to be searched for in other contexts likely to

involve decondensed chromatin, e.g., for elongating RNAP

I or III, or even RNAP II in highly transcribed genes.

Of note, we stress that all the relevant parameters—which

are listed in Table 1—are taken from the literature, hence

there are no fitted parameters in our model.

Finally, let us underline that it is a general fact that topolog-

ical constraints induce long-range couplings along the fiber

that coordinate fiber transactions and processes at the scale

of a chromatin loop (typically embedding exons and introns

associated to one gene); topological invariants play a chan-

neling role in strongly constraining the possible deformations

of the fiber. Conversely, functional constraints strongly

condition the structure and dynamics of the fiber. Presumably,

chromatin structure and function have coevolved so as to

reach a good, if not optimal, consistency and efficiency.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL

Two appendices and one figure are available at http://www.biophysj.org/
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